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Overview

A Freedom of Information request with the UK Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) by Al-Shabaka has led to the release of new documents on Gaza's gas fields, and surprising new information about the possibility of oil fields in the West Bank. The released documents support Al-Shabaka’s previous policy brief The Gas Fields off Gaza: A Gift or a Curse?, which argued that the principal stumbling block to the development of the gas fields in Gaza is Israel's refusal to pay market price for the gas. The new documents reveal that, in addition, Israel may be exploiting an oil field located near Ramallah within the occupied Palestinian territories. The documents also address rumours that there may be two other oil fields near Qalqilya and another near Hebron. Al-Shabaka Program Director Victor Kattan dissects the correspondence and its implications.

What the Documents Say About Oil

Under the UK’s Freedom of Information Act, the FCO released seven documents to the author after a lengthy eight-month process of repeated requests. The documents had been carefully vetted and the names of the individuals who sent and received the emails were redacted. Four of the emails released were between the FCO in London and the British Consulate General in Jerusalem. Two e-grams were released from the British Embassy in Tel Aviv (including one from Matthew Gould, the British Ambassador to Israel) to the FCO in London, and a parliamentary letter from Ivan Lewis MP.

As some of the frank email exchanges released by the FCO admit, an independent Palestinian state could be economically self-sufficient and less reliant on aid once freed of Israeli control over Palestinian natural resources. Beyond the proceeds from taxation, a free and sovereign Palestine could raise money from a plethora of other economic activities from tourism to exporting natural gas, and if the documents released from the FCO are to be believed, from oil fields located in the West Bank.

The previously undisclosed information refers to the possibility of a Palestinian petroleum sector. One of the documents released by the FCO was an internal email within the British Consulate General in Jerusalem dated 13 January 2012. According to this document, “two Norwegian consultants ... are doing a scoping study for a potential [redacted] to build up the capacity of the Palestinians to manage a...
petroleum sector. This involves looking at the political and commercial context as well as asking whether the Palestinians had a petroleum sector.”

The Norwegian consultants went to see a drilling site variously described as being on the Green Line or in the seam zone just North West of Ramallah near a village called Rantis. According to the email correspondence, the Norwegian consultants said that:

- “They could not be sure that any oil field extended below the West Bank. But the strong likelihood is that it did (otherwise why drill so close to the Green Line).
- They had seen “flaring” at the site. While they could not get close enough to make a definite judgment, such “flaring” was normally indicative of drilling for exploration at the least, or more usually extraction itself.
- They had been informed by their Palestinian interlocutors that the drilling was actually being carried out by a Jewish religious organisation and that there was allegedly a theological as well as commercial rationale for the current activity.
- They had also heard of a further oil discovery in the Southern West Bank, near Hebron.”

Although it is not clear from the disclosed correspondence, it would seem that Israel has actually established a drilling facility in one of the settlements close to the Green Line i.e. the line separating Israel from the West Bank which it captured in the June 1967 War.

Meanwhile, the Palestinian Authority (PA) appears to be seriously examining petroleum resources in the occupied territories. According to Mahir Ghneim, the Palestinian Authority (PA) Minister of State and a senior Fatah official, the PA is conducting studies to see if they can drill for oil. Apparently, when the West Bank was under Jordanian control, drilling took place in Bir Zeit, near Ramallah, and in as-Samu, south of Hebron. “The results were not encouraging because of the low price of oil at the time, but extracting oil is easier now,” the minister said.

Indeed, a news item that appeared in Ma’an News Agency in April 2012 reported, “international and local experts started research months ago in Ramallah and southern Hebron and found an oil field in the village of Rantis, west of Ramallah.” According to the same news report, there is also a rumor that in addition to the field in as-Samu, south of Hebron, there is a third oil and gas field, which was discovered by the Israelis in 2008 between Qalqiliya and Latrun that Israel is keeping quiet about.

Israel Won’t “Pay the Full Whack” for Gaza Gas

The documents confirm our April policy brief regarding the reasons why the gas fields off Gaza remain unexploited. According to a November 2009 email correspondence between the FCO’s Near East Group and the British Consulate General in Jerusalem, which arose in response to a request from Ivan Lewis MP in response to a question from another MP, Israel is refusing to pay market price for the gas in Gaza. As a result the gas is still lying in the seabed even though the viability of the gas field was tested in Gaza’s waters by the British-based multinational oil and gas company BG Group 12 years ago. According to the information provided to Al-Shabaka from an earlier Freedom of Information Act
request from the Department for International Development: “BG Group drilled two wells in 2000 which
proved the existence of a natural gas field.”

As one Foreign Office official explained rather bluntly to his colleague: “Israel won’t (i) pay the full
whack [for the gas] (ii) guarantee to give a certain cut direct to the PA. So BG aren’t getting the gas out
of the sea-bed. They are content to exploit other reserves and come back to this one when the price is
right.”

Another official in the British Consulate in Jerusalem explained to the FCO in London, “BG wants to
receive the full price for selling the gas to IEC [Israel Electric Corporation] (Israeli government owned
company) especially as the prices of oil & gas are appreciating continuously. According to BG, this is
purely a commercial decision for them and it [sic] careless about the politics involved.”

The official added, “[c]ommercially, and according to BG and other energy experts, Israel isn’t offering
to pay the full and fair price because it still receives relatively cheap gas from Egypt ($1.25 per unit) but
at the same time there is growing pressure inside Egypt to review that [sic] preferable prices.”

Although the discovery of huge quantities of gas in the deep waters between Israel and Cyprus means
that Israel will eventually become a net gas exporter, there was some indication of interest in Israel that
Gaza-Marine could become “a stop-gap measure before the new finds come fully on stream” (e-gram,
29.06.10).

Indeed, in an e-gram to the FCO dated 8 February 2011 from Matthew Gould, Britain’s Ambassador to
Israel, it was explained that Israel was considering lifting the restrictions on the development of Gaza
Marine (the gas field in Gaza’s territorial waters) because it recognized that it would “enhance
Palestinian opportunities; reduce Gaza’s dependence on Israel; and diversify Israel’s sources of gas.
[redacted] added that this last point had been given added topicality by the attack this weekend on the
gas pipeline from Egypt.”

It is unclear from the documents whether Israel has since re-launched discussions with BG Group to
commercialize the Gaza Marine Project. What is clear, however, is that the Palestine Liberation
Organization (PLO) and PA will only be able to exploit Palestinian resources in the occupied territories if
Israel thinks it can squeeze the maximum benefit out of the deal.

The Implications for the PLO/PA

These oil field discoveries prompted one staffer in the British Consulate General in Jerusalem to make
the following observation in a comment to another colleague: “Oil. Religion. Occupation. And possibly
Hebron. A combustible mix. Boom boom.”

He added, “More seriously, if it is shown that Israel is illegally extracting oil reserves from under the
West Bank (in contravention of International Humanitarian Law and the Israeli high court) then we will
have another issue to add to the lobbying database. This is both an Area C/sovereignty issue and a UK
taxpayer issue. It’s hard enough already to justify spending £100m a year on an economy that would be
self-sufficient if able to exploit its own natural resources. Harder still if those resources included oil."

Indeed, according to a story in a Saudi newspaper (which is no longer available online) the PA is considering taking “legal action against Israel for stealing the natural resources in occupied territory.”

The PLO/PA has recently declared its intention to request “non-member state” status at the opening of the United Nations General Assembly this September, a step up from its current observer status (although it reportedly plans to wait on a vote until after the Presidential elections in the United States in November.) Despite the many problems associated with such a request, including the potential harm to the rights of Palestinian refugees, non-member state status could pave the way for Palestine to join international institutions where it could seek redress against Israel’s remorseless and illegal settlement expansion and exploitation of Palestinian natural resources.

The British authorities are well aware of the serious legal implications of actual and potential Israeli exploitation of Palestinian resources, as in the statement by the British official in the Consulate General cited above. Thus, it may be possible for the PLO/PA to pressure some European and other countries to hold Israel accountable under international law. All that is, and has been, lacking is the political will.

To see the full correspondence click here.
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